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Stabilization and destabilization of cell membranes by multivalent ions
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~Received 16 May 2000; revised manuscript received 7 February 2001; published 15 October 2001!

We propose a mechanism for the stabilization and destabilization of cell membranes by multivalent ions
with an emphasis on its implications for the division and fusion of cells. We find that multivalent cations
preferentially adsorbed onto a membranedramaticallychange the membrane stability. They not only reduce
the surface charge density of the membrane but also induce a barrier to pore growth. While both of these
effects lead to enhanced membrane stability against vesiculation and pore growth, the induced barrier arises
from correlated fluctuations of the adsorbed cations and favors closure of a pore. Finally, the addition of a
small amount of multivalent anions can reverse the membrane stabilization, providing an effective way to
regulate membrane stability.
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Lipid bilayer membranes are resistant to rupture, prim
rily serving as a barrier to the leakage of the cell’s conten
while also being dynamic structures that undergo vari
topological transitions. The capability of living cells to reg
late the stability of their bounding membranes is crucial
their maintenance and reproduction@1#. Membrane stability
against rupture changes most dramatically during cell d
sion and fusion. The precise mechanism for achieving
complex task in living cells is complicated by variou
membrane-associated or -bounded proteins@1# and is not yet
clear. Numerous studies, however, suggest that memb
stability is influenced by several factors such as the io
strength, external fields, and thermal fluctuations@2–11#. Os-
motic lysis of cell membranes is an efficient experimen
means to study the membrane stability@2–4#. It has been
known for a few decades that red blood cells can be c
verted into vesicles by osmotic lysis in a solution of lo
ionic strength lacking multivalent cations@1–4#. The pres-
ence of divalent cations, however, prevents this vesicula
@2–4#. In fact, a number of experiments@2–4# have unam-
biguously demonstrated that the stability of red cell me
branes against vesiculation can be greatly enhanced by
tivalent cations. Despite this, a consistent theoret
description of this phenomenon has so far been lacking.

The strong valency dependency of membrane stab
@2–4# motivated this work. Not only can osmotic lysis lea
to vesiculation, but it can also create large pores in the
membranes that subsequently contract to a size that is
trolled by the ionic strength. Pore closure can be stimula
by cations, and remarkably the rate of pore closurestrongly
depends on the valency of cations@3#; Ca21 is roughly 60
times as potent on a molar basis as Na1. The potency of
divalent cations, which essentially prevents vesiculation, w
first demonstrated experimentally three decades ago@2#, but
it has yet to be examined theoretically. Here we propos
theoretical mechanism to explain this phenomenon. We
that multivalent counterions adsorbed onto a charged m
branedramatically enhance the membrane stability throu
two effects. First, they can significantly reduce the surfa
charge density of the membrane, enhancing the memb
stability. Second, they induce an attraction between char
head groups of the membrane and thus a barrier to p
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growth. The induced barrier originates from the correla
fluctuations of adsorbed counterions and favors closure
pore, further stabilizing the membrane. Upon adding a sm
content of multivalent anions, the adsorbed cations are
leased into solution, thus reversing the membrane stabil
tion. Adsorption and desorption of multivalent cations pr
vide an effective way to regulate the membrane stability.

The model we consider here is a thin flat membrane@12#
in the xy plane ~as shown in Fig. 1!, in the presence of a
monovalent~1:1! salt such as NaCl and in the presence
absence ofZ1-valent (Z1 :1) salts, such as CaCl2. Each
leaflet of the membrane is composed of neutral and anio
lipids. In reality, the inner leaflet of red cell membranes
known to be more highly charged than the outer leaflet@3# as
schematically shown in Fig. 1~a!. We, however, ignore this
asymmetrical charge distribution in the following discu
sions. As a result, each side of the membrane is assume
be negatively charged with constant charge density2es0
and attracts ions of the opposite charge. For simplicity,
consider the case of a single circular pore of radiusR, al-

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic view of a charged membrane with a po
of a radiusR. Charged and neutral lipids are denoted by2 and 0,
respectively, while the adsorbed multivalent cations are denote
encircled1 ’s. A pair of an attracting lipid and a lipid and cation i
also shown that stabilizes the membrane against pore growth~b!
Illustration of multivalent anions~encircled2 ’s! forming pairs with
the adsorbed multivalent cations, then leaving into solution. De
tion of the adsorbed layer destabilizes the membrane.
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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ready formed in the membrane by, for example, osmo
stress. The stability of the membrane against rupture ca
quantified in terms of a line tension, i.e., the energetic p
alty for creating a pore per unit length. The electrostatic
pulsion between charges on the membrane favors pore
mation @6#, but the hydrophobic effect opposes this.
mobile ions are treated as screening objects that simply
duce the electrostatic repulsion via Debye screening, then
electrostatic contribution to the line tensiongDH can be es-
timated using Debye-Hu¨ckel ~DH! theory @6#: gDH;
2e2s0

2k21e21R if R,k21 and gDH;2e2s0
2k22e21 if R

.k21, wherek21 is the screening length ande is the di-
electric constant of the solvent. Obviously, the electrost
repulsion favors creation and expansion of a pore, i.e.,gDH
,0.

Charged membranes are, however, capable of adsor
counterions of the opposite charge@see Fig. 1~a!#, reducing
the surface charge density of the membrane@13#. The mag-
nitude of the reduced charge density can be estimated
equating the chemical potentials of the ‘‘free’’ and ‘‘con
densed’’ counterions, i.e., those adsorbed onto the memb
surface. In the following descriptions, the subscriptsi 51
and 2 refer to the monovalent and multivalent counterio
respectively. Ifes i is the charge density of condensed cou
terions, then the effective surface charge density on
membrane is2es* 52e(s02s12Z1s2). The chemical
potential of free counterions is mainly associated with
configurational entropy of mixing:m i

f ree;kBT ln(ni ai
3),

whereni and ai are the concentration and size of counte
ons, respectively. On the other hand, the chemical poten
of the condensed counterions arises from electrostatic in
actions and the entropic penalty for condensation;m i

cond;
22pZi l Bs* AS1 ln(si ai

2) if k21.AS and m i
cond;

22pZi l Bs* k211 ln(si ai
2) otherwise, whereS is the area

of the membrane,Z151, andZ25Z1 . The equilibrium val-
ues ofs i can then be obtained by requiringm i

f ree5m i
cond.

The condensed counterions do not simply renormalize
membrane charge density but also give rise to charge fl
tuations in the plane of the membrane surface that tend t
correlated with each other@14,15#. A typical attracting pair
of a lipid and a cation is illustrated in Fig. 1. Creation of
pore makes charges at the edge less efficiently correlated
is discouraged by the charge-correlation effects. In the
lowing derivations, we take the continuum limit and suppre
the finite thickness of the membrane. Consequently
charge distribution on the membrane is described by the
cal surface charge density@16#, eŝ(r')52es01em1
1em2Z1 , where e is the electronic charge, andm1 ,m2
50,1,2,3, etc., are, respectively the number of conden
monovalent and multivalent counterions per unit area atr'

[(x,y). Then the interaction Hamiltonian is simply

H
kBT

5
l B

2 E E dr'dr'8 ŝ~r'!ŝ~r'8 !
e2kur'2r'8 u

ur'2r'8 u
, ~1!

where the integrations are over the membrane surfacel B
5e2/ekBT is the Bjerrum length,k258pl BI , and I is the
ionic strength of the solution. The electrostatic pore free
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ergy is given as a sum over all realizations ofŝ(r'). Com-
putation of this quantity is highly involved, partly becau
membrane charges at different sites arenot correlated pair by
pair; the interaction between two charged lipids is influenc
by the presence of a third charged lipid and thus all fluc
ating charges on the membrane should be explicitly ta
into account@14#. This is complicated by yet another facto
the specific geometry of the membrane with a pore. T
electrostatic effects at the mean-field level, suppressing b
adsorption and charge fluctuations, has only recently b
addressed@6#. We therefore incorporate the in-plane char
fluctuations at the Gaussian level as in previous ca
@14,15#. In other words, we keep terms to the second orde
the charge fluctations in the computation of the free ener
The resulting charge fluctuation contribution to the pore f
energy, i.e., the change in the charge fluctuation free ene
by creating a pore, is formally given by

DFpore

kBT
5

1

2
ln det@11~Q2Q!Q 21#. ~2!

Here, the matrixQ is defined by the matrix elements

Qx'x
'8

511l Bscczx'x
'8

e2kux'2x'8 u

ux'2x'8 u
, ~3!

where scc[s11Z1
2 s2 and Q[ lim

R→0
Q. Finally, zx'x

'8

51 if x' and x'8 are on the membrane and 0 otherwise.
the case ofS.k21, as is the case for red cell experimen
@2,3#, Fpore in Eq. ~2! can be calculated without makin
further approximations. This follows from the fact thatd
[(Q2Q)Q 21;S21 and Fpore can then be expanded i
powers ofd. In the caseS.k21, we can take the limitS
→` without introducing any appreciable error. In this lim
only the leading term survives in the expansion.

To calculate the free energy in Eq.~2!, it proves useful to
Fourier transform it fromx' to k' . We find

DFpore

kBT
.

1

2lcc
F E E

R50
2E E

R.0
G r'dr'r'8 dr'8

3E
0

2p

duE
0

` k'dk'

11lccAk'
2 1k2

3
e2kAr'

2
1r'8

2
22r'r'8 cosu

Ar'
2 1r'8

222rr 8cosu

3J0~k'Ar'
2 1r'8

222r'r'8 cosu!, ~4!

wherelcc[1/2pl Bscc controls the strength of charge fluc
tuations~thus the charge fluctuation termDFpore) andJ0(x)
is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind. As
ready indicated earlier, the charge-fluctuation contribut
DFpore in Eq. ~4! prefers closure of the pore. To understa
this more systematically, note that the membrane and
oppositely charged counterions on the membrane surface
be considered as forming a two-dimensional ionic flu
2-2
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where ions are easily diffusive in the plane of the surfa
This results in in-plane charge fluctuations that tend to
correlated, leading to an effective attraction between
head groups. This attraction between two head groups
the edge of the pore weakens as the pore expands. Thu
charge fluctuation contribution prefers to close the pore
indicated by the sign ofDFpore . In the case ofkR@1, the
charge-fluctuation line tension, i.e.,Dg5DFpore/2pR,
shows two distinct scaling behaviors:Dg;lcc

21 ln(1/lcck)
for small lcck andDg;lcc

22k21 for largelcck. If we cal-
culatedDg using a form of a two-body interaction calculate
for charges on the membrane, we would obtainDg, which
shows a simple scaling behavior for allk.0: Dg
;lcc

22k21. In fact, the existence of multiple-scaling regim
is characteristic of the charge-fluctuation interactions that
nonpairwise additive@17#.

The charge fluctuation (Dg.0) and hydrophobic contri-
butions (g0.0) favor closure of the pore, while the DH
(gDH,0) or renormalized DH term (gDH* ,0) tends to ex-
pand the pore. To study the membrane stability, we h
solved fors* and g total[g01g* ~or gDH* )1Dg simulta-
neously. We have chosena15a252 Å, T5300, ands0
50.2 nm22, which is in the physiological range. To sup
press theR dependency, we have assumed thatR.k21. Fig-
ure 2 showsg total in units of g0510211 J/m @5# as a func-

FIG. 2. Total line tension, in units of the hydrophobic contrib
tion g0510211 J/m, as a function of the monovalent salt conce
tration n1. We have chosenT5300 ands050.2 nm22. In the ab-
sence of multivalent cations (Z51), there exists a finite range o
the monovalent salt concentration where the membrane is uns
(g total,0) to pore formation. The presence of as small a conc
tration as 0.1 mM of multivalent cations (Z52,3) stabilizes the
membrane against pore growth for the whole range of monova
salt concentration. The distinction between the monovalent
multivalent cases is, however, minor in the DH approach, and
mM of multivalent cations onlyslightly enhances the membran
stability.
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tion of the monovalent counterion concentrationn1. In the
absence of multivalent counterions (Z51), g total is negative
whenn1 is in the range 0<n1<1 mM. This implies that the
membrane is unstable to pore growth as long asn1 is in this
range. The presence of 0.1 mM of multivalent counterio
(Z52 and 3!, however, dramatically enhances the me
brane stability. In this case,g total is positive for the whole
range ofn1 and is in the range 0.6g0<g total<0.7g0. In or-
der to enhance the membrane stability up to this level
monovalent counterions, about 5 mM concentration wo
be needed. This is approximately 50 times higher than tha
the divalent counterion concentration. This estimate isre-
markablyconsistent with the experimental finding that Ca21

is roughly 60 times more effective on a molar basis than N1

in stimulating pore closure@3#.
Our results are striking; the presence of multivalent co

terions is more crucial to the membrane stability than tha
the monovalent salt, though the ionic strength is mainly
termined by the latter. The plausible reason for the pote
of multivalent counterions as implied by our results in Fig
~which essentially changes the sign ofg total whenZ changes
from 1 to 2! is as follows: Recall that it is the electrostat
repulsion between charged lipids that destabilizes the m
brane. Since the membrane preferentially binds multival
counterions over monovalent ones, multivalent counteri
are more efficient, on a molar basis, than monovalent one
reducing the lipid-lipid repulsion, counteracting the mem
brane destabilzation. Moreover, multivalent counterions
duce an attraction between lipids more efficiently th
monovalent ones. When combined, these two effects lea
significantly enhanced membrane stability against p
growth and vesiculation; at low ionic strength, the char
fluctuation contribution dominates the repulsive term in t
presence of a small concentration of multivalent cations.
sufficiently screened cases, the sum of the charge fluctua
term and the hydrophobic contribution outweighs the rep
sive termgDH* . Thus the membrane is stabilized by the pre
ence of multivalent cations for the whole range of the co
centration of monovalent ions. Also note that trivale
counterions are even more efficient in enhancing the m
brane stability than the divalent counterions.

In the absence of multivalent cations, however, a re
tively much higher concentration of monovalent salts is
quired to stabilize the membrane. The main effect
monovalent ions is simply to screen the electrostatic inter
tions via Debye screening, reducing the lipid-lipid repulsio
the affinity of monovalent cations for the membrane is re
tively weak, and they do not lead to strong charge fluct
tions, since a monovalent cation on the membrane sur
tends to simply neutralize a neighboring lipid headgrou
Thus the binding of monovalent cations to the membrane
a relatively minor effect on the membrane stability. The
sulting system is well in the mean-field regime as indica
by the results in Fig. 2, and small changes inn1 would not
lead to any significant effect on the membrane stability;
shown in the figure, the dramatic distinction between
monovalent and multivalent cases is missing in the D
theory. The enhanced membrane stability by multival
counterions seen in the experiments@2,3# can be explained
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BAE-YEUN HA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051902
only when both the preferential adsorption of multivale
counterions and the effects of charge correlations are p
erly taken into account.

We have also found@18# that, in the presence of as sma
a concentration as 0.1 mM of multivalent cations, the me
brane is stabilized against pore formation for the wh
physical range ofs0, i.e., 0,s0,s0

max, where s0
max

;1/nm2 corresponds to a fully charged case; for wea
charged cases, the hydrophobic attraction mainly stabil
the membrane, while the charge-fluctuation contrbution
the main stabilizing effect for highly charged cases. In
absence of multivalent cations, however, there is alway
finite range ofn1 over which the membrane is unstable
pore growth, as long ass0 is not too small.

Whether a pore grows or closes also depends on
height of the barrier as a function of the pore sizeR. In Fig.
3, we have plotted the pore free energy as a function ofR, in
units of kBTre f . We have chosenTre f5300 K, n1
50.1 mM, ands050.2 nm22. The barrier height is finite
in the presence of monovalent ions only (Z51). In contrast,
the pore free energy in the presence of 0.1 mM of multi
lent counterions (Z52,3) growsindefinitelywith R. This im-
plies that the formation of a large pore is energetica
greatlydisfavoredin the presence of multivalent counterion
The results are indeed consistent with the experimental
servation that the presence of 0.1 mM of MgSO4 stabilized
the red blood cell ghosts against vesiculation@2#; a pore
originally created by osmotic stress will grow into a lar
one or shut down, depending on the buffer quality and
strength of the restoring force provided by the spectrin n

FIG. 3. Pore free energy as a function of the pore sizeR. We
have chosen the same parameters as were used to generate
The pore free energy is estimated in units ofkBT. For the monova-
lent salt case (Z51), the pore free energy has a finite barrier. In t
presence of 0.1 mM of multivalent counterions (Z52,3), the pore
free energy growsindefinitely with R. In the DH approach, the
barrier height is roughlyinsensitiveto the counterion valencyZ.
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work @3#. Note that the osmotic stress will eventually b
removed. WhenZ51, the pore can grow into a large on
once the barrier is overcome by osmotic stress. This will le
to vesiculation if the restoring force is outweighed by t
repulsion between the charged groups on the red cell m
branes. In contrast, there is a subsequent barrier to
growth in the caseZ52,3. This prevents the ghosts from
breaking into vesicles. In contrast, the DH approach mist
enly implies that the barrier height is roughlyinsensitiveto
the valency of counterions. Thus our results in Fig. 3 furth
support the importance of the counterion valency and cha
correlations to the membrane stability, consistent with
periments@2,3#.

The fact that multivalent cations can be preferentially a
sorbed onto a charged surface implies that the layer of
adsorbed cations can be depleted by multivalent anio
Imagine an anion of valencyZ2 making a pair with a cation
in the condensed layer and leaving into the solution, as ill
trated in Fig. 1~b!. Whether this is feasible can b
tested by calculating the change in the chemi
potential: Dm;2Z1Z2l B /(a211a22)1Z1l Bs* k21

1 ln(n22a22
3 /n21a21

3 ), where the subscript 2 refers to mult
valent ions and the subscripts1 and2 refer to the cations
and anions, respectively. When the valency of anions is
ficiently high, this change can be negative. This implies t
a certain fraction of the cations in the layer make pairs w
multivalent anions and will return to the solution to mainta
‘‘chemical equilibrium,’’ reducing the membrane stability
Cells contain multivalent cations~e.g., Ca21 and Mg21) as
well as multivalent anions~e.g., PO4

32 and anionic proteins!
and thus could regulate their stability in this way. This m
provide a new insight into the biological phenomena
‘‘breakdown’’ and ‘‘reassembly’’ of a nuclear envelope du
ing cell division. During cell division, a nuclear envelop
disintegrates into vesicles, which eventually reassemble
daughter cells@1#. This is suggestive of the cyclic change
the membrane stability: stable→ unstable→ stable. The
stabilization and destabilization of membranes by multiv
lent ions could be relevant to this flow of membrane stabi
in a dividing cell. This is, however, complicated by variou
membrane-bounded proteins@1# and further consideration is
certainly warranted.

To summarize, we have presented a working mechan
for the stabilization and destabilization of membranes
multivalent ions. Multivalent cations preferentially adsorb
onto a charged membrane not only reduce the surface ch
density of the membrane but also induce a barrier to p
growth that favors the closure of a pore. The main advant
of the membrane stabilization by multivalent cations lies
that this can be easily reversed; the addition of a small c
centration of multivalent anions can reverse the membr
stabilization. Our results are also consistent with the exp
mental findings that membrane adhesion by multivalent c
ions does not necessarily lead to membrane fusion and
membrane fusion~in the absence of fusion peptides! should
be followed by lateral phase separation of the lipid molecu
into two distinct phases@19#: anionic lipid-poor phases an
anionic lipid-rich phases ‘‘coated’’ with multivalent cations
It is the uncoatedphases that undergo a topological chan

g. 2.
2-4
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and eventually fuse into each other, consistent with our p
ture of multivalent cations as efficient agents for stabilizi
membranes against rupture.

Naturally occurring membrane systems contain a la
concentration of monovalent ions (;100 mM correspond-
ing to k21;10 Å) as well as a small concentration of mu
tivalent ions. Thus the electrostatic interactions are more
fectively screened in these cases than in typical red
experiments@2–4#. Our simple approach to counterion co
densation is not well suited to sufficiently screened cas
since it ignores the effects of charge fluctuations and
discrete nature of ions on the affinity of counterions for
oppositely charged surface—note that these effects bec
important for screened cases. More careful considera
@18# of these additional factors shows that the repulsion
tween lipids is minor but the charge-fluctuation effect
mains important as long aslcc,k21, as is often the case. I
typical biological settings, a relatively small osmotic balan
is maintained across membranes, since both the inside
outside of the membranes carry comparable concentrat
of ions. There can be, however, other effects that destab
the membrane. One such example is the transmembrane
J

e
an
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tential maintained across the membranes and membrane
teins @10,11#. It should be noted here that multivalent cou
terions influence the transmembrane potential and the affi
of these proteins for the membranes much more efficien
on a molar basis, than monovalent ones, since they prefe
tially adsorb onto the membrane. Thus the regulation
membrane stability in real cases can still be accomplished
counterion valency as in the red cell experiments ev
though the destabilizing effect is different there. So the
sorption and desorption of multivalent counterions can le
to dramatic effects on membrane stability. Further expe
mental studies that involve changes in the concentration
multivalent ions and/or the transmembrane potential are n
essary to further unravel the intriguing roles of multivale
ions in membrane stability. We believe that our charge fl
tuation theory presented here will stimulate further inves
gation along this line.
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Delaney, J. Thewalt, G. Lim, and G. Tibbits. This work w
supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Rese
Council of Canada.
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